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Lindsay McKenna : Tangled Pursuit (Delos) before purchasing it in order to gage whether or not it would be worth
my time, and all praised Tangled Pursuit (Delos):
1 of 1 people found the following review helpful. Great addition to Delos Series!By KathiI loved the first book in this
series (Nowhere to Hide). But this book trumps that one and its different from the first book which is, in my opinion, a
good thing. I am begining to think that each book in this series reflects the personalities of the couples in the stories of
this new series. I really liked Talia Culver. She is a strong, fierce, deeply layered warrior but also a woman deeply
hurt. Initially I did not like the H, taking exception to his cocky attitude (towards Tal) with his preditory behavior
towards her, constant sexual innuendos and apparent disregard for the non-fraternzation rule between enlisted and
officers as well as his seeming to use his prestige as a Seal to justify that disregard. However as the book progressed I
changed my mind and grew to deeply like this man.The story is fast paced, reflects a deep knowledge of and
understanding about the effect of repeated tours in a war zone on service members as well as their families. I grew to
really appreciate that under Wyatts cocky attitude there was a deep, multi-layered and loving man. He gave his heart
totally to Tal. Their story created opportunities to get to know other Culver family members.The story is filled with
suspense, humor, sadness and pretty sensual as well as steamy romance. The characters are deep and three
dimensional. Tal and Wyatt are an unlikely couple and their journey to each other makes this book a great read! I rated
the book at 4.40 and assigned it a sexy rating of 4.5. I am so looking forward to the other books in this fascinating
series.1 of 1 people found the following review helpful. I loved Lindsay McKenna's first book in this series and looked
...By 2catloversI loved Lindsay McKenna's first book in this series and looked forward to reading her next story.
Unfortunately, I have too many issues with parts of the storyline to give more than a one star review. Despite his
unbelievable personality change as the story progresses, SEAL Chief Wyatt Lockwood's initial behavior is repulsive to
me. First off, most of the SEALs my husband ran into during his 28 Navy career tended to keep to themselves and
avoid attention. Wyatt's egotistical and relentless predatory behavior towards Marine Captain Talia Culver was a total
turn-off for me. His use of sexual innuendos to Tal was vulgar. I also did not condone his disregard for the military's
non-fraternization policy, which although I think it's totally bogus, it is still policy. As the mother of a daughter who
has made the military her career, I know first hand how difficult and unfair this rule can be, but using the prestige of
being a SEAL to disregard it seems wrong: get out if you can't/won't obey it. I had issue with Tal's siblings and how
they disrespected her issues with Wyatt's behavior. Ms. McKenna went to great lengths describing her heroine's
intelligence and many strengths, so I was disappointed when Tal's turn-around came so easily. Tal compares Wyatt's
multi-faceted personality traits to an "onion." Yes, onions may have layers but they also give off an acrid odor and
make you cry. It took several tries for me to finish reading this installment of Ms. McKenna's series, even though the

plot"s action eventually picks up. I can only hope the next one is better.0 of 0 people found the following review
helpful. Great book, can't wait for the next one...By FrancesI quite enjoyed reading about Talia...she was one fearsome
lady...and Wyatt wasn't half-bad either. The story was fast paced and well-written. Good grammar and spelling.What
irks me about this series of books, is that the base the family are setting up has also been done exactly in the Mack
Bolan series by Don Pendleton - those books have been written over 20 years ago, so I have wondered if the author
has read some of Don Pendelton's background of Mack Bolan/Stony Man/Phoenix Force/Able Team serie - it was also
set in Virginia in an farm house with the lower floors being top secret and the farm is a working farm.
Lindsay McKenna's new romantic suspense series, Delos, follows in the footsteps of her internationally bestselling
series, Morgan's Mercenaries. Navy SEAL Chief Wyatt Lockwood is fascinated by Marine sniper Captain Talia
Culver. But she wants nothing to do with him after learning of his reputation as a heartbreaker. The cocky Texan
refuses to take the hint and keeps placing himself in Tal's path. When she agrees to help him tend to needy families in
an Afghan village, she learns there's more to this SEAL than meets the eye. But is she strong enough to risk having her
heart broken again? Wyatt can't stay away from the beautiful, surly Marine. Tal is fascinating-and frustrating-and he is
determined to crack through her tough exterior and get to know the soft woman he knows lurks beneath the surface.
When he joins Tal on a sniper mission in the Afghan mountains, their bond continues to grow. But the mission takes a
dangerous turn. Has he lost his chance with Tal forever?
About the AuthorLindsay McKenna is the pseudonym of award-winning romance writer Eileen Nauman. With more
than 23 million books sold, she has developed exciting series for Harlequin and Kensington. McKenna's new romantic
suspense series, Delos, follows in the footsteps of her internationally bestselling series, Morgan's Mercenaries.Johanna
Parker, an AudioFile Earphones Award winner, has earned an esteemed Audie Award and three Audie nominations.
She has received high praise for her work in all genres, including her portrayal of Sookie Stackhouse in Charlaine
Harris's Southern Vampire Mysteries series.
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